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Across

1. A seat belt is an example of an ______

3. Pennant shaped sign

6. The major cause of collision is

7. Color of the sign in detour/road work areas

11. A school sign is this shape

13. Privilege to use the roadway first

17. Most states require financial __________ to pay 

for any damages caused to others property

18. When multiple cars approach an intersection at 

the same time, the car to the _____ has the R-O-W

20. The ____ of the traffic sign can tell you the 

meaning.

23. pedal that controls the speed of the car

24. The driving task involved three skills: physical, 

mental and _____

28. Your _____ is important in deciding how safe a 

driver you will be.

32. Diamond-Shaped sign

36. This shows the amount of miles driven

37. A _______ is prepared to adjust for the 

mistakes of other roadway users

38. This is the system that carries harmful fumes 

from the engine to the rear of the car

39. The area around your care that you keep from 

others

40. This is the law that says you must go the speed 

limit for the conditions that are present at the time

Down

2. This keeps the car in place while parked

4. A red sign means

5. A better term to describe with a vehicle hits 

another object is a

8. An airbag is an example of a ______restraint

9. When an officer hold up the palm of his hand, 

you should

10. People who use the HTS

12. This is where you judge where possible points 

of conflict might occur in the IPDE process

14. The color of a regulatory sign

15. Highway collisions occur most frequently at 

this location

16. Group of laws that regulates the HTS

19. A light that was green before you got to it

21. You should have these available while walking 

to your car

22. gripping power between tires and the roadway

25. intersection regulated by signs and signals

26. When your car loses traction on the roadway in 

rainy conditions

27. pedal that slows or stops the car

29. A _____ is a sudden loss of air pressure in a tire

30. A large X with two small R's painted on it

31. The steps of the driving task

33. A light that you physically watched turn green

34. This is the classification of moving people and 

goods in a safe, efficient and economical manner.

35. The area not shown in the mirrors is the


